
Marietta City Schools Bond Levy 

Outline of Issues, Concerns and Reasoning for New Construction and Shift from One PK-12 Building to a 

combination of a PK-5 Building and a 6-12 Building. 

Original Concept: 

New PK-12 Building on Washington State property. 

Proposed Concept:   

New PK-5 Building located adjacent to the current Gym and Auditorium at the High School on Davis 

Avenue.  (Located on the current practice field).  Retain the Gym and Auditorium for continued usage. 

New 6-12 Building located on the Washington State property. 

Concerns and Issues: 

1) Building Consolidation 

a. District is currently in the planning phase to consolidate operations into 4 vs 6 buildings 

starting in the 2021-2022 school year. 

i. Consolidation is important for both fiscal efficiency and instructional 

improvement. 

1. Fiscal – Consolidation will allow operation with reduced personnel and 

building maintenance costs. 

2. Instructional – Consolidation will allow more balanced class sizes and 

better differentiation of services to meet the individual student needs. 

b. Consolidation in the existing buildings is not without drawback due to the constraints 

imposed by the building sizes and layouts. 

i. 7-12 grades at the High School will be very tight for space.  Current school 

building standards would have the area of the current high school for our 

population of 4 vs 6 grades, but larger room sizing to allow more flexibility in 

learning approaches and collaboration. 

ii. 3-6 Grades at the Middle School building will be impacted by the small room 

sizes in the building (650 sq ft, vs the current standard of 900 sq ft). 

iii. Grades K-2 will be split between two buildings instead of combined at one 

location which will reduce both the operational and instructional gains. 

c. The building plan will address the issues of consolidating operations in the existing 

buildings. 

2) New Construction vs Renovation of Existing Facilities 

a. Building assessments by OFCC show all buildings past the threshold, requiring extra 

OFCC approval for renovation. 

b. Estimates of renovation costs with the costs of making either the MMS or MHS 

acceptable as an elementary building show no economic benefit for renovation vs new 

construction. 

c. Life expectancy of new construction is expected to be more than 50 Years. 

d. Comment from OFCC planner is there is always a surprise problem with renovation. 



e. Room sizes in both the MMS (650 Sq Ft) and MHS (750 Sq Ft) are below the current 

standard of 900 sq ft for elementary rooms and 1200 sq ft plus 50 sq ft for a restroom 

for kg rooms.  This makes the repurposing of the space more difficult and expensive and 

results in a space not as educationally effective as new construction. 

f. Architectural evaluations of both the MMS and MHS for renovation into elementary 

facilities was completed, identifying issues with both facilities that added significant 

costs.  Example is the MMS gym would have to be gutted and rebuilt to be ADA 

accessible. 

3) PK-5 vs PK-6 Elementary Building. 

a. Both PK-5 and 6-12 split and a PK-6 and 7-12 split were examined.  Key driver for the PK-

5 and 6-12 split is the additional cost of the PK-6 7-12 split, due to 6th grade laboratory 

requirements.  Lab space can be leveraged with 7th and 8th grades in the 6-12 split and 

not add significant cost.  If lab space would be added to the PK-6 building, it would add 

approximately $500,000 in construction costs. 

4) ORC 3318.036 Requirements. 

a. Getting priority funding and being able to start construction shortly after approval and 

getting additional 10% share paid by the state is contingent upon meeting the 

requirements of ORC 3381.036, which includes> 

i. Building on the Washington State Site and working collaboratively with WSCC 

on workforce development and curriculum. 

ii. Gaining efficiency by reducing the number of buildings in service with the 

district. 

b. We are asking the OFCC to consider approving the two building approach as we feel it 

meets the requirements of the ORC.   

c. The two buildings will be more expensive than the single building concept, making a 

very tight budget for the locally funded initiative money.  Will impact some choices 

made on extra’s included in the project. 

5) Construction Cost Escalation 

a. Construction costs escalate every year.  Expectation is at least 4 to 5% per year.   

b. Delaying replacement of the buildings will continue to add costs to the project and 

makes it very unlikely that future projects can be completed for the same costs.  Should 

expect the total project cost to escalate 3 to 5 million $ a year. 

6) Cost of Borrowing 

a. Interest rates are at record lows. 

b. The millage on the ballot is an estimate based on an assumed interest rate higher than 

currently available.  If the bonds are issued with a lower interest rate, the millage 

charged will be less. 

c. As new investment comes on the tax rolls and/or property is reassessed higher, the 

millage charged will be reduced to only collect the funds necessary to service the debt 

payments on the bonds issued. 

  



7) Grade Level Consolidation – All students in a grade at a single location. 

a. Getting all students in a grade at a single location is important for educational 

improvements.  Goal is to have the classes collaborate and get the students into the 

best fit with teachers and fellow students for what they need in the given subject.  

Improves equity in education across the students. 

b. It also allows the district to balance class sizes and effectively staff the district by having 

the right number of teachers without having too small or too large of class sizes. 

c. Having adjacent grades in the same building allows students needing to be challenged 

more or needing remedial assistance to get it more easily. 

d. Going to two buildings vs one, makes the opportunities for the additional challenge or 

remedial assistance more difficulty at the grade break between the buildings.  

8) Space Configuration Impacts on Collaboration and Learning. 

a. Circulation spaces can be configured to provide additional space for students and 

teachers to use for small group collaboration. 

b. The small group work is important for improving the equity of attention across all of the 

students. 

9) Student Support Services 

a. Getting all of the students to fewer locations allows the student support services to be 

more consistently available. 

b. Two buildings is not as effective as a single location, but better than we currently have. 

c. Examples are school nurses, resource officer, guidance counselors, mental health 

professionals, title I services, etc.  

10) Physical Learning Environment 

a. Having a safe comfortable environment to learn is important to educational success. 

b. New buildings provide air conditioning and heating on a more consistent and effective 

basis than we can currently do with the radiant heating and window air conditioners. 

c. Effective air exchange is important to disease control (do not have this currently). 

11) Operational Effectiveness 

a. The fewer location we are operating the more effective our staffing can be.  Staffing is 

80% of the operating cost of the district and the only item that can significantly impact 

the cost of operating the district. 

12) Location – Collaboration with WSCC, WCCC, MC. 

a. Equity of Opportunity is why location is important. 

b. Currently students of means and exposure get opportunity for college credit and career 

training, and other don’t. 

c. Being at the same location means we can get more students exposed to the 

opportunities and they can take advantage of them without restriction due to 

transportation, etc. 

d. Still get the majority of this benefit with the 6-12 building located at the WSCC campus. 

  



13) Safety and Security 

a. The current buildings were designed to be open and allow anyone to enter.  Offices are 

located in the center of the bulidings and are ineffective as a barrier for entry. 

b. New construction allows the safety and security to be designed into all aspects of the 

building. 

c. It is also important for the building to be within the city limits for faster response time 

for emergency services. 

14) Mixing Disparate Maturities in single location. 

a. A stated concern with the single building concept was the mixing of disparage maturities 

in the same space, despite the ability to provide separation between sections of the 

building. 

b. Going to the two buildings at two separate locations addresses this concern. 

15) Traffic Impact 

a. Splitting the population into two buildings at two locations reduces the traffic load at 

the WSCC location.   

b. WSCC location has significant roadway length to accept traffic and prevent traffic back 

up onto Colegate and Glendale roads. 

16) Storm Water Management 

a. Civil engineering study has been completed and determined there is adequate space to 

manage the storm water run off within the city and state guidelines and requirements. 

17) Neighborhood Impact 

a. Schools impact neighborhoods, both positively and negatively.  A new school location 

will impact the school location. 

18) Site Preparation  

a. Geologic study has been completed and indicates the cut and fill can be adequately 

balanced to prevent the need for any special foundation approaches for the building. 

b. Building design will take into account the terrain and minimize the dirt movement and 

compaction work necessary for the construction. 

19) Site Cost 

a. State rules require the sale of the land when transferring from the state to other 

governmental entities. 

b. Washington State CC will benefit from the roads into the campus and are committed to 

helping offset the construction costs of the road making the land purchase and road 

work a wash. 

20) Energy Conservation – LEED Certification 

a. Building will be designed to achieve LEED certification and be energy efficient. 

21) Athletic Facilities 

a. Splitting into two campuses allows for additional space on the WSCC campus to consider 

the construction of a competitive football/soccer field and stands on the campus. 

  



22) School Funding 

a. Marietta is a poorly funded district.  We are the 8th percentile in funding per student in 

Ohio.  92% of the districts in the state have more revenue per student than Marietta 

including all in the county. 

b. Building new schools does not eliminate the need to better support the operational 

costs of the school district. 

c. Not building new schools does not eliminate the need to better support the operational 

costs of the school district and eliminate some of the efficiencies needed. 

d. Local property taxes do not increase to offset inflation, requiring new levies or changes 

to levies to maintain effective funding.  As property values are reassessed and increase, 

the millage of the former levies is reduced so they collect the same dollar amount. 

23) District Educational Performance 

a. The state report cards measure community wealth more than any other attribute. 

b. The impact of poverty rates is built into some of the measures, only districts with less 

than 15% student poverty achieve “A’s”.  Marietta is 50% economically disadvantaged 

students. 

c. Marietta City Schools performs well compared to the student poverty rates and median 

household income of the district.  Per Cleveland newspaper we are in the top third of 

districts when using an income adjusted performance metric. 

d. Performance is further impacted by poor funding and less than competitive salaries. 

24) Impact on Community 

a. Important to attract employers and employees to the region.  Schools and condition of 

the buildings matter. 

b. Workforce talent matters for attracting new employers. 

c. New schools increase property values (study demonstrates it). 

25) Disposition of Existing Sites. 

a. District will divest of the properties it no longer utilizes. 

b. Will utilize those properties needed for athletic facilities, etc. 

c. Will follow the state requirements for the process of divesting of the properties. 


